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Open Source Digital Forensics Tools Brian Carrier 2 The first part of this paper provides a brief overview of
how digital forensic tools are used, followed by the legal guidelines for proving the reliability of scientific
evidence.

List of free and open
This is a list of free and open-source software packages, computer software licensed under free software
licenses and open-source licenses.Software that fits the Free Software Definition may be more appropriately
called free software; the GNU project in particular objects to their works being referred to as open-source. For
more information about the philosophical background for open-source ...

The Sleuth Kit (TSK) & Autopsy: Open Source Digital ...
The Sleuth Kit® is a collection of command line tools and a C library that allows you to analyze disk images
and recover files from them. It is used behind the scenes in Autopsy and many other open source and
commercial forensics tools.

M812 | Digital Forensics | Open University
What you will study. This online module provides a broad and practical introduction to the fundamentals of
digital forensics. It begins by setting the context of digital forensics in the wider discipline of traditional forensic
science to show how many of the principles and techniques still apply, including investigation skills, evidence
handling, note taking and reporting.

Autopsy | Open Source Digital Forensics
Autopsy® is the premier end-to-end open source digital forensics platform. Built by Basis Technology with the
core features you expect in commercial forensic tools, Autopsy is a fast, thorough, and efficient hard drive
investigation solution that evolves with your needs.

Digital forensics
A digital forensic investigation commonly consists of 3 stages: acquisition or imaging of exhibits, analysis, and
reporting. Ideally acquisition involves capturing an image of the computer's volatile memory (RAM) and
creating an exact sector level duplicate (or "forensic duplicate") of the media, often using a write blocking
device to prevent modification of the original.

Ghiro

What is Ghiro. Ghiro is a fully automated tool designed to run forensics analysis over a massive amount of
images, just using an user friendly and fancy web application.

Digital Forensics and eDiscovery Forums | ForensicFocus.com
Forums Digital Forensics, Computer Forensic Training, eDiscovery. Basic listing free. Premium listing includes
listing on Forensic Focus homepage and RSS newsfeed, notification sent to Forensic Focus Twitter followers, a
post to the Forensic Focus Facebook page, a post to the Forensic Focus LinkedIn Group and guaranteed
inclusion of a link in the Forensic Focus newsletter.

Digital Forensics & Incident Response Summit & Training ...
Learn from an influential group of digital forensics and incident response experts sharing their latest research
and take one of nine SANS cyber security courses covering: Windows forensics, Mac forensics, smartphone
forensics, network forensics, malware analysis, cyber threat intelligence, and threat hunting

Online Digital Forensics and Cyber Investigation Master's ...
About the Digital Forensics and Cyber Investigation Master's Degree. Coursework in the digital forensics and
cyber investigation master's degree can help you gain the technical competencies and knowledge needed to
investigate system security breaches and recover lost or compromised data.

